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Abstract — The previous work is carried out on sliding 
window approach for fragment mining rules which results in 
large & complex processing the data. In this paper we present 
an idea to find out association within inter-transaction with 
different windowing approach. These approaches first 
minimizes the huge input dataset using tumbling window 
approach and then apply fragment mining to generate rules 
among different transactions with window length. This 
experimental work find out effect of different windowing 
approaches and select the best  windowing method which will 
best suited for processing huge amount of data with minimum 
complexity . We conclude that this approach is promising one 
and will be suitable for predictions and useful in stock trading 
platforms for proper investment in Indian Stock market 
depend on finance sector. 
 
Keywords- sliding window, tumbling window, stock market, 
fragment mining. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The arrival of information technology in various fields of 
human life has tend to the large volumes of data storage in 
various structure like records, documents, images, sound 
recordings, videos, scientific data, and many new data 
structures. The data collected from different applications 
require proper method of extracting knowledge from large 
repositories for better decision making. Knowledge 
discovery in databases (KDD) many times called as data 
mining, aims at the discovery of useful knowledge from 
large collections of data. The important reason that 
attracted a great deal of attention towards discovery of 
useful information from large dataset is due to the 
perception of “we are data rich but information poor”. 
There is tremendous amount of data but we hardly able to 
convert them in to useful knowledge for effective decision 
making in business. 
Data mining mostly known as Knowledge Discovery in 
Databases (KDD) as shown in fig.1 below, it is the non 
trivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown and 
potentially useful information from data in databases. 
Though, data mining and knowledge discovery in databases 
(or KDD) are frequently treated as synonyms, data mining 
is actually part of the knowledge discovery process. 
 
 
 

TYPES OF DATA MINING  
Data mining systems can be categorized according to 
various basis the classification is as follows[2]: 
1. Types on the basis of data source type used for 
mining: 
This classification is according to the type of data handled 
such as spatial data, multimedia data, time-series data, text 
data, World Wide Web, etc.  
2. Types on the basis of data model: This classification 
based on the data model involved such as relational 
database, object-oriented database, data warehouse, 
transactional database, etc.  
3. Types according to the kind of knowledge discovered 
in mining: This classification based on the kind of 
knowledge discovered or data mining functionalities, such 
as characterization, discrimination, association, 
classification, clustering, etc. Some systems tend to be 
comprehensive systems offering several data mining 
functionalities together.  
4. Types of data mining according to mining techniques 
used: This classification is according to the data analysis 
approach used such as machine learning, neural networks, 
genetic algorithms, statistics, visualization, database 
oriented or data warehouse-oriented, etc.  
Financial Market  
A financial market consists of two broad sectors: (a) 
Money Market and (b) Capital Market. While the money 
market handles with short-term transaction & the  capital 
market deals the medium term and long-term transaction. 
Detailed structure is represented in the Fig1. 
A stock market is a public market for the trading of 
industrial stocks, shares and derivatives at an agreed price. 
These include securities listed on a stock exchange as well 
as those traded privately. A stock market is also called as 
an equity market. It is an organized with a regulatory body 
and the members who trade in shares are registered with the 
stock market and regulatory body SEBI. A stock that is 
highly in demand will increase in price, whereas as a stock 
that is being heavily sold will decrease in price. Companies 
that are permitted to be traded in this market place are 
called “listed companies”. Stock market gets investors 
together to buy and sell shares in companies. Share market 
sets prices according to supply and demand.  
.
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Figure 1. Overview of Financial Market 

 
The stock market (Industrial Security) is one of the most 
important sources for companies to raise money. This 
allows businesses to be publicly raise additional capital for 
expansion by selling shares of ownership of the company in 
a public or private market. Stock markets specialize in 
bringing buyers and sellers of stocks and securities together 

 
II. RELATED WORK 

One of the most important research areas in the field of 
Data mining is ARM. Association rules are used to identify 
relationships among a set of items in a transactional dataset. 
In the previous research, The problem of discovering 
association rules was first introduced in 1993 by Agrawal 
et al. and an algorithm called AIS was proposed for mining 
association rules. The associations‟ rules algorithm is used 
mainly to determine the relationships between items or 
features that occur synchronously in the database. For 
instance, if people who buy item X also buy item Y, there 
is a relationship between item X and item Y, and this 
information is useful for decision makers. 
Lu, H.; Feng, L. & Han, J. Proposed multi-dimensional 
association rules from extended item-sets called E-Apriori 
and EH-Apriori algorithms. These Apriori inspired 
approaches make multiple passes over the database to find 
the set of frequent association rules. These algorithm uses 
the array & hashing methods which is not effective for 
large transaction since building hash table itself takes 
time.[3] To improve this, FITI algorithm was introduced. 
The First Intra Then Inter (FITI) algorithm is first invented  
by “Tung, A.K.H., Lu, H., Han, J. and Feng, L.” [5] FITI  
is a more efficient than E-Apriori-like algorithm which 
initially finds the complete set of frequent intra-transaction 
item sets as a basis for transforming the database into a 
structure that aids subsequent mining of the inter-
transaction item sets. 

Wanzhong Yang also proposed one innovative technique to 
process the stock data named Granule mining technique, 
which reduces the size of the transaction data and generates 
the association rules[6].Granule mining finds interesting 
associations between granules in databases, where a 
granule is a attribute   that describes common features of a 
set of  transactions for a selected set of items. For example, 
a granule refers to a group of transactions that have the 
same attribute values. Granule mining extends the idea of 
decision tables in rough set theory into association mining. 
The attributes in an information table consist of condition 
attributes and decision attributes, with users requirements. 
Further, Prof.R.V.Argiddi  has  used this approach granule 
based mining as fragment based mining . As in granule 
mining, fragment based approach fragments the data sets 
into fragments for processing thereby reducing the input 
size of data sets fed to the algorithm. In contrast to granule 
mining, in fragment based mining the condition and 
decision attributes are summed for obtaining generalized 
association rules. The real time data has been processed 
based upon fragment based approach and generated the 
rules[7]. 
The Fragment mining process has two sub stages. 
(1) Transform the transaction database into the form of a 
decision table; 
(2) Divide attributes into tiers. i.e. Generate C-fragment 
and D-fragment based on users selected two industry 
categories. 
(3) Generate inter association rules between C-fragments 
and D-fragments. 

 
III.   BACKGROUND 

Sliding Window Vs Tumbling Window  
In Sliding approach , window slids by m €{ 1,2,…n } with 
overlapping operational data while window size is ‘n’ . 
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Figure 3.1 shows the overlapping sliding window approach 
on converted data set with window size 3 & slids by 1 . 
 

      Fig 3.1. Sliding Window for Data Processing 
 
In Tumbling approach, window slids by its size i.e exactly 
by ‘n’ without overlapping operational data while window 
size is n. Figure 3.2 shows the non-overlapping windowing  
approach on converted data set with window size 3 & 
tumble by its size . 
 

      Fig 3.2. Tumbling Window for Data Processing 
 
IV.  METHODOLOGY 

We propose data mining approach using association mining 
to solve the knowledge acquisition problems that are 
inherent in constructing and maintaining rule-based 
applications for business. Although there are an infinite 
number of possible rules by which we could trade, but only 
a few of them would have made us a profit if we had been 
following them. This study intends to find good sets of 
rules with minimal time & space complexity which would 
have made the most money over a certain historical period.  
In FITI approach it is difficult to process an information 
table with large dataset and long intervals for inter 
transaction associations. This results into large amount of 
time and cost in processing the data. Fragment mining 

approach work on the length of window size & different 
windowing approaches used for finding association rules. 
Let ID= {1, 2, 3,…, n} be a transaction database as shown 
in the Table 1.There are total 2400 rows are consisted in the 
above transaction table. We have considered about 10 years 
of Indian market data for this work. 
 

 
 Table I. Sample Market Data 
 
In this Table I. A1, A2, A3, A4 , B1, B2, B3 is the shares from 
Bank  sector from BSE that represent Allahabad Bank 
,Andhra Bank , BoB ,Federal Bank, Axis Bank ,SBI, ICICI    
respectively. Here we are interested to find out to find out 
how Finance sector affects Bank, Automobiles, Energy, IT 
shares etc . Here share price refers only for the open price 
at the transaction data , in which fragment mining 
algorithm with varying size of window ώ & its approach. 
Our main aim is to identify the best windowing approach 
for processing large dataset of the transaction table and 
increase the performance to find out best association rules. 
 

 
         Table II. Convert Table 
 
In above Table II,we have represented increase in share 
price by 1, otherwise decrease in price is represented it by 
0. For that purpose we compared opening price of shares 
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for two consecutive days. ID1 represents transaction one 
and ID 2 represent the transaction two. we have divided the 
attributes into condition fragments and decision fragments.  
Let C be the condition fragments where C = {A1, A2 , …, 
Am} and let D be the decision attributes where D = {B1,B2, 
…, Bn}.  
Now, A Tumbling window for transaction table II is a 
block of ώ continuous intervals along time dimensions.  In 
table III the transaction table is form of continuous 
Tumbling windows and window length is fixed as 5 applied 
on C-fragments first . So, We get the compressed C-
Fragments for further processing of fragment mining as 
shown in Table IV. Note that Data size is reduced from 
2400 to 480. 
 

 
Table III. Slide Window by its size on C-Fragments 

 

 
Table IV. Compressed C-Fragments Data 

 
Again, A Tumbling window for transaction table I is a 
block of ώ continuous non-overlapping intervals along time 
dimensions.  In table V, the transaction table is form of 
continuous Tumbling windows and window length is fixed 

as 5 applied on aggregation of D-Fragments. So, we get the 
compressed D-Fragments for further processing of 
fragment mining as shown in Table VI while D-fragments 
are also reduced from 2400 to 480.  
 
Here, Now form the covering set of C-fragments & 
generate the inter transaction association among C-
fragments & D-fragments as shown in table VII. 
 

 
Table V. Slide Window by its size on D-Fragments 

 

 
Table VI. Compressed D-Fragments Data 

 
In below Table IV represents the compressed C-fragments 
& Table VI represents the corresponding D-fragments. We 
considered window length as five for finding inter-
transaction rules. A Tumbling  window W can be viewed as 
a block of non-overlapping transactions with fixed intervals 
of its size , which is called maxspan. All items in the 
sliding window can be viewed as extended items. Hence, 
an inter-transaction item set refers to a set of extended 
items. 
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V.  EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
We have collected last 10 years data of different Indian 
stock sectors from Yahoo Finance & divided that dataset 
into training & testing set as shown in table VII. 
 

Data Set From To 
Training Set 3   Jan 2004 30 Dec 2013 
Testing Set 3   Jan 2014 20 Aug 2014 

  
  Table VII. INPUT  Dataset 
 
 

Fragment Mining Algorithm on Automobile sector with 
tumbling window length as three 
In this method, we have collected last 10 years data of 
Indian Bank sector from Yahoo Finance and converted that 
into a tabular format and applied Fragment Mining 
algorithm[2] on that data set with window size 5 & slides 
by its size. Fragment mining approach is explained in 
previous paper in detail[7]. 
Data after data preprocessing & Fragment Mining 
algorithm: 
 
 

Table VII. Final Decision Table for Bank Sector
 
 
Output Data: 
1. AllahbadBank(↓),AndhraBank(↓),BoB(↓),Federal 
Bank(↓) = AxisBank ,SBI, ICICI  (↑)  
Confidence=98.8 
2. AllahbadBank(↑),AndhraBank(↑),BoB(↓),Federal 
Bank(↑) = AxisBank ,SBI, ICICI  (↑)  
Confidence=85.71 
3. AllahbadBank(↓),AndhraBank(↑),BoB(↑),Federal 
Bank(↓) = AxisBank ,SBI, ICICI  (↑)  

Confidence=80.8 
4. AllahbadBank(↓),AndhraBank(↓),BoB(↓),Federal 
Bank(↑) = AxisBank ,SBI, ICICI  (↑)  
Confidence=94.28 
5. AllahbadBank(↑),AndhraBank(↑),BoB(↑),Federal 
Bank(↑) = AxisBank ,SBI, ICICI  (↑) 
Fitness value=55.14 
 
 

 
 

 
Table VII. Final Decision Table For automobile sector 
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Fragment Mining Algorithm on Bank sector with Tumbling 
window length as five 
In this method, we have collected last 10 years data of 
Indian Automobile sector from Yahoo Finance and 
converted that into a tabular format and applied Fragment 
Mining algorithm on that data set with window size 3 & 
slides by its size. 
 
Output:         
1. MnM(↑) ,Tata Motors(↓), TVSMotor(↓) =  
HeroMotorCorp , MarutiSuzuki (↑) 
Confidence: 79.27 
2. If MnM  (↓),   if Tata Motors  (↑),    if TVSMotor  (↑) = 
HeroMotorCorp ,  MarutiSuzuki (↑) 
Confidence: 69.86 
3. If MnM  (↓),   if Tata Motors  (↑),    if TVSMotor (↓) =  
HeroMotorCorp , MarutiSuzuki (↑). 
 Confidence: 76.68 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The aim of this paper is to reduce the processing time & 
space of fragment rule mining algorithm that mines 
fragmented  rules by presenting fast and scalable algorithm 
for discovering useful rules in large databases. For this we 
presented data mining approach for Fragmented item-sets . 
association mining methods, are usually accurate, but have 
very large and meaningless results. In recent years lots of 
work has been carried out using genetic algorithm for 
mining association rules. Future work includes applying 
genetic approach to fragment mining to get more optimized 
rules 
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